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FRIEND OR FOLLY?
To its supporters, the F-35 is an agile, versatile, high-performance, multi-role fighter that
combines stealth, sensor fusion and unprecedented situational awareness to lethal effect.
To critics, the fighter is woefully delayed, heavily compromised and monumentally expensive.
JON LAKE investigates the two faces of the F-35
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Above: Maintenance
activities at the 34th
Aircraft Maintenance
Unit at Hill Air Force
Base, Utah, provided
this dramatic image.
Many believe that
the advantages and
disadvantages of
the F-35 are just
as ‘foggy’ and just
as hard to discern
clearly! USAF/
Michael McCool,
419th Fighter Wing
Public Affairs

“PILOTS WHO HAVE FOUGHT AGAINST THE
F-35 SAY IT HAS SOME EYE-WATERING
MANEUVERS THAT FOURTH-GENERATION
FIGHTERS CANNOT FOLLOW”

T

HE LOCKHEED MARTIN F-35
Lightning II is no stranger to
controversy. The type’s many
fans point out that the aircraft
is the most capable tactical
fast jet in service anywhere,
its low observable (LO) ‘stealth’
characteristics conferring unmatched
survivability and its sensors providing
its pilot with unequaled situational
awareness. No other tactical aircraft
offers similar capabilities, they argue
and none offers the same big picture
advantages. Proponents claim
the F-35 strengthens US national
security, enhances global
partnerships
and

powers economic growth. But to
others, the aircraft is a more deeply
flawed proposition – late to enter
service, afflicted by numerous technical
problems, immature, and with sky-high
support and sustainment costs. No other
aircraft so badly threatens air forces’
readiness and budgets, they insist.
There is no doubt the F-35 is
performing extremely well in both
exercises and combat deployments
and is already providing a genuinely
transformative capability in the air. The
F-35’s potential is huge and much of it
still remains untapped. What the F-35 is
today is remarkable, but what it could
be tomorrow is simply breathtaking.
Lockheed Martin claims the F-35 is the
most lethal, survivable and connected
fighter aircraft in the world, giving its pilots
a critical advantage against any adversary,
enabling them to execute their mission
and come home safely.

What makes it so good?
The aircraft’s much vaunted LO actually
works in the real world – making it difficult
for enemy radars to detect the aircraft in
time to engage it. This allows the aircraft
to operate with a degree of impunity,
even in contested airspace, where older
generation aircraft could not venture,
or where they would suffer prohibitive
losses. Even where fourth-generation
aircraft could fly the same missions, they
would run the risk of suffering heavy
losses and would require more ‘enabling
assets’, including EW (electronic warfare)
jamming support, defense suppression
and fighter sweeps. The F-35 is thus ideally
suited to the suppression and destruction
of enemy air defenses (SEAD/DEAD) and
to conducting attacks against the most
heavily-defended targets.
But viewing the Lightning II as though it
were merely a follow-on from the F-117A,
or as an F-16 with stealth, would be a
dramatic over-simplification, and a shift
in mindset is required to fully appreciate
what the F-35 brings to the party.
The F-35 has an unmatched sensor suite,
with the AN/APG-81 AESA radar, the AN/
ASQ-239 EW suite and the innovative
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The F-35 is, above all, a multi-national program that ensures seamless interoperability between the US and its allies. Here, two US Air Force and two Royal Australian Air Force F-35A Lightning IIs assigned
to the 61st Fighter Squadron at Luke Air Force Base, Arizona, break formation during the final sortie before the Australian airmen departed from Luke AFB USAF/Staff Sgt Alexander Cook

Electro Optical Targeting System (EOTS),
which uses a ‘distributed aperture system’
of six infrared cameras arrayed around the
airframe, and that combines forwardlooking infrared and infrared search-andtrack functionality.
The F-35’s sensor-fusion engine uses
multiple sensor inputs (onboard and
offboard) to generate a high-fidelity
picture of the joint battlespace even while
operating in contested airspace. This
gives the F-35 pilot a decisive situationalawareness advantage, reducing the
need for ‘reach-back’ to a Combined
Air Operation Center and minimizing
the need for support from large and
vulnerable command and control,
and intelligence, surveillance, target
acquisition and reconnaissance (ISTAR)
assets, such as the E-3 Sentry AWACS
platform – airborne warning and control
system – or the Rivet Joint. This gives the
F-35 enhanced operational flexibility and
survivability in heavily-contested airspace.
Quite apart from penetrating enemy
airspace to kinetically attack difficult
targets, the F-35 also has huge electronic
attack potential, thanks to its mature
active electronically scanned array (AESA)
radar and raw processing power.
The F-35 can also usefully operate as a
penetrating ISTAR platform in its own right,
its sensor suite providing better data than
today’s dedicated intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance (ISR) aircraft, which
have to maintain a significant stand-off
distance from their targets, to avoid fighter
and missile threats.
Its combination of LO, sensor
performance and airframe performance

Above: Lt Cdr Michael
Burks, flying the third
F-35B test aircraft
(BF-3), completed
the first release
of an inert 500lb
GBU-12 Paveway II
laser-guided bomb
by any variant of
the F-35 Lightning
II aircraft. BF-3
dropped the GBU-12
over the Atlantic
Test Ranges from
an internal weapons
bay. The F-35B was
undergoing flight
test and evaluation
at Naval Air Station
Patuxent River,
Maryland Lockheed
Martin/Layne
Laughter, via US Navy

also makes the F-35 a highly-capable
counter air aircraft, able to see and engage
enemy fighters long before they can see
it. And, while the aircraft’s agility does not
match that of the F-22, nor aircraft like
the Eurofighter Typhoon, the F-35 does
have excellent high angle of attack and
slow-speed maneuvering capabilities, very
much like those of the F/A-18 Hornet.
And, according to pilots who have
fought against the F-35, the aircraft also
has some eye-watering ‘opening moves’
– maneuvers that conventional fourthgeneration fighters cannot follow. This has
resulted in F-35s achieving a respectable
‘exchange ratio’ in exercises, killing many
‘enemy’ fighters for each F-35 lost. During
a Red Flag exercise in 2017, which marked
the F-35A’s first participation in the
exercise, F-35As shot down 20 aircraft for
each F-35 lost in simulated combat.
As a result, most pilots who have
converted to the aircraft would rather fly
the F-35 in combat than whatever they
flew previously. But quite apart from its

own autonomous capabilities, the F-35
promises to make a massive contribution
to the overall allied air power effort, acting
as a significant force multiplier.
The F-35 was originally designed and
optimized to communicate and share
information with other F-35s using
the ‘stealthy’ Multifunction Advanced
Data Link (MADL) – a high-bandwidth,
low probability of detect and intercept
connection that allows any F-35 in a
deployed coalition to communicate
securely with other coalition F-35s, even
within a contested Anti-Access/Area
Denial environment.
Transferring data to legacy aircraft is
more problematic, usually requiring the
use of the less secure Link 16. Link 16 is
currently in use by most US and NATO
platforms and it does allow an F-35 to
integrate seamlessly into a coalition
force structure, communicating with
virtually all allied assets, though it could
potentially give away an F-35’s location.
A better option is to use the Battlefield

An AIM-120’s rocket motor ignites as the Advanced
Medium-Range Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM) falls
clear of the launch aircraft, in this case an F-35C
then being operated by the ‘Vampires’ of VX-9.
AMRAAM provides the F-35 with its long range
‘punch’, though new beyond-visual-range weapons,
including MBDA’s formidable Meteor, are being
integrated US Navy

Below: Exotic
coatings, edge
alignment and
serrated edges to
panels are the most
obvious signs of the
F-35A’s impressive
low observability
capabilities. It is
the F-35’s blend of
stealth technology,
advanced sensors,
weapons capacity
and range that
make it the premier
multi-mission, fifthgeneration weapon
system USAF

Airborne Communications Node (BACN), a
communications relay and gateway system
that can convert external interface data
from one format to another – for example,
translating MADL messages to Link 16
format, thereby allowing secure signals
from the F-35 to be read by older aircraft.
This use of BACN to allow seamless
information sharing between the
fifth-generation Lockheed Martin F-35B
Lightning and fourth-generation aircraft
(in this case the Eurofighter Typhoon) was
tested during a series of trials known as
‘Babel Fish’. This was the first time non-US
fifth and fourth-generation aircraft had

shared MADL-delivered data.
By sharing its situational awareness with
other allied air assets, the F-35 can ensure
that older platforms can become more
survivable and more lethal in their own
right. With F-35s providing targeting data
and suppressing key enemy defensive
nodes, older aircraft may be used to
launch stand-off weapons against more
heavily-defended targets, and F-35s could
even guide weapons launched from other
platforms – including warships.
This capability was demonstrated during
a live fire exercise, with an F-35 passing
sensor data to a Naval Aegis Weapon

System, which then engaged the target.
In addition, the F-35 has some more
nebulous advantages.
Nations and air forces that operate the
F-35 buy into an air power enterprise
which gives them unparalleled
interoperability with US forces, and that
places them at the heart of the USA’s
alliances. Acquisition of the F-35 has often
been presented as being tokenistic of a
nation’s status as a US ally and this has
frequently been used as part of Lockheed
Martin’s sales pitch. As a result, the F-35
has rarely failed to be selected when
evaluated against other tactical aircraft,
and as a result the aircraft has a healthy
and growing order book.
F-35 supporters present the aircraft as
a great success in military, economic and
political terms, and insist that for Western
air forces needing a tactical fighter that
can operate in contested airspace, there is
simply no alternative.

Where’s the ‘But...’?
But... there is an alternative point of view:
many see the F-35 as being a much more
flawed aircraft, while others view it as a
failure, if not an unmitigated disaster.
In 2016, the late Senator John McCain,
serving as chairman of the US Senate
Armed Services Committee, described the
program in April 2016 as a “scandal and
a tragedy with respect to cost, schedule
and performance”. The Joint Strike Fighter
program is currently running nine years
behind its original 2001 scheduling.
Some of the F-35’s weaknesses are
an inevitable consequence of the
requirements it was designed to meet and
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of the desire to produce one basic aircraft
for three very different customers. Though
there are three Joint Strike Fighter variants,
the basic configuration thus represents
something of a compromise, and the
F-35A is slower, heavier and draggier than
it needed to be.
As a result, in an air-to-air configuration
with a take-off weight of 49,540lb, the
F-35A has a thrust-to-weight ratio of 0.85
and a wing loading of 110lb per square
foot. This means its performance falls
somewhere between that of the F-16
and F/A-18 – which is impressive, but
not in the same league as the F-22 or the
Eurofighter Typhoon.
Lockheed disputes this, claiming that
F-35 kinematics are “better than or equal
to” the Typhoon, but others report that
in a visual engagement, the F-35A lacks
energy maneuverability and is at a distinct
energy disadvantage in a turning fight –
which operators would then describe in an
official flight test report from 2015 as not
“an ideal regime”. In a beyond-visual-range
(BVR) engagement, transonic acceleration
is good, but again not in the same class as
the F-22 or the Eurofighter Typhoon, while
supersonic acceleration is relatively poor.
The emphasis placed on LO means
internal weapons carriage is limited both
by the size of the F-35’s weapons bays
and by the cost and time that it takes to
integrate weapons for internal carriage.
In stealthy configuration, the F-35 has
two internal weapons bays with four
weapons stations. The two outboard
weapon stations can each carry a weapon
of up to 2,500lb, or 1,500lb in the case of
the F-35B, while the two inboard stations
carry single air-to-air missiles. This is a fairly
modest warload by modern standards.
In what F-35 supporters call ‘beast
mode’, the F-35 can carry more weapons
externally, but only at the cost of
compromising its ‘stealthiness’.

Above: Three F-35B
Lightning IIs assigned
to VMFA-211, wait
off the wing of a
tanker, the last
aircraft refueling in
flight from a KC-130
of VMGR-352, while
conducting flight
operations above
the US Marine Corps
Air Ground Combat
Center Twentynine
Palms, California. The
ability of a four-ship
of F-35s to collect,
analyze and share
data is a powerful
force multiplier
that enhances the
capability of all allied
assets within the
battlespace USMC/
Lance Cpl Becky
Calhoun (Released)

Some critics call this “pointless mode”,
since carrying external weapons
effectively deprives the F-35 of its unique
selling point.
The F-35’s LO imposes massive repair
and maintenance costs, as maintaining
the integrity of the aircraft’s coatings and
finish is both vital and also a constant
battle, requiring specialized equipment,
materials and dedicated manpower.
Because the aircraft incorporates
many sensitive technologies, operators
are required to ensure that stringent
security precautions are in place,
including physical, communications
and data security. This can make
deployed operations, or operations from
temporary bases (for example road bases)
particularly problematic.
Security considerations also make it
virtually impossible for export customers
to be given access to the F-35’s software
‘source codes’, and this in turn prevents the
autonomous integration of new weapons.
More significantly, it prevents air forces
from loading their own sovereign mission
data in a rapid and agile manner.
Mission data is crucial to the
optimization and effectiveness of many
systems, including the radar and especially

the electronic warfare and defensive aids
systems. In the UK, the RAF will frequently
iterate and upload new mission data loads
for its Eurofighter Typhoons between
sorties on operations, or during exercises
like Red Flag.
Most F-35 customers are limited to
taking mission data loads from the
USA, on a relatively infrequent basis,
though Australia, Canada and the UK
have established ACURL, a mission data
reprogramming laboratory, at Eglin
Air Force Base in Florida, while Norway
and Italy have also established a similar
software lab at Eglin, allowing the two
nations to manage their mission data
separately from the US military. But an
offshore mission data facility does not
allow rapid iteration of sovereign mission
data loads.
Stealth and security considerations
also currently limit the F-35’s ability to
share data with non-stealthy aircraft,
since bandwidth is limited, while BACN
is expensive and in short supply. Data
transfer by traditional Link 16 risks
compromising the F-35’s stealth in
contested environments. In the absence
of suitable datalinks, the impressive
situational-awareness picture presented

When RAF F-35Bs were joined by USMC aircraft from VMFA-211, the new British carrier HMS Queen Elizabeth found itself hosting the largest air group of fifth-generation fighters at sea anywhere in
the world. The UK sees the F-35B as a key element in a wider plan aimed at ensuring not just interoperability but complete harmonization with the US Crown Copyright

to the F-35 pilot will be lost, unless the
pilot specifically chooses to record it for
‘bringback’ and later off-board analysis
– which is in any case limited by internalmemory constraints and by the fact that
recording requires a deliberate action by
the pilot.

Pacific pivot
When the F-35 was conceived as the
Common Affordable Lightweight Fighter,
tactical aircraft were still expected to be
operating over relatively short ranges. But
with the pivot to the Pacific and with the
need to operate in the face of China’s AntiAccess Area Denial (A2AD) environment,
many believe the F-35 is too short-legged
to be useful, and too dependent on
support from vulnerable tanker assets.
The short take-off and vertical landing
F-35B ran into problems (chiefly that it was
some 3,000lb overweight), and required
an extensive redesign that added an
18-month delay to the program.
More problems resulted from
“concurrency” – the buzzword given to
the decision to start production before
development had been completed.
Concurrency was meant to allow the
USAF, USMC and USN to begin flying
their F-35s sooner, but it relied on not too
many problems being found. However, in
the case of the F-35 it meant that aircraft
rolled off the production line with many
unresolved technical problems, requiring
repairs and retrofits, and meaning that
some early-production aircraft could not
viably be brought up to a useful standard.
At least 563 F-35s have already been
produced under a ‘low-rate production’
arrangement, allowing production to
continue before operational testing had
been completed.
This was, perhaps, a reflection of
the program’s management – which
some criticized as being too focused

on the needs of Lockheed Martin, the
prime contractor. Lieutenant General
Christopher Bogdan, who became the
program’s executive officer in December
2012, told the New York Times in 2019:
“I had a sense, after my first 90 days, that
the government was not in charge of
the program. All of the major decisions,
whether they be technical, whether they
be schedule, whether they be contractual,
were really all being made by Lockheed
Martin and the program office was just
kind of watching.”
Bogdan complained that Lockheed
had deferred more challenging testing
and had not been transparent enough
in letting the customers know exactly
how their money was being spent. “The
relationship with Lockheed was the worst
arrangement I have ever seen between
the Pentagon and a defense contractor,”
he had told the industry news website
Breaking Defense in 2012.

Eye-watering cost
The F-35 is said to be the most expensive
defense program in history, and costs
have certainly been eye-watering. In 2006,
the first batch of F-35As cost a staggering
$241.2 million per aircraft and though the

Above: The weight
and complexity of the
F-35B’s lift fan and
articulated nozzle can
easily be imagined
when you look at a
photo like this, with
multiple doors and
hatches opening
to allow vertical
flight! Here, a US
Marine Corps F-35B
Lightning II assigned
to Marine Medium
Tiltrotor Squadron 262
(Reinforced) lands
aboard amphibious
assault ship USS
America (LHA 6) in
the Philippine Sea, in
January 2021 USMC/
Lance Cpl Joseph E
DeMarcus

‘sticker price’ has progressively reduced,
the high unit cost (89% higher than the
baseline estimate) triggered a breach
of the Nunn-McCurdy Act, which forced
Congress and the Pentagon to evaluate
whether the program should be canceled.
In June 2019, the Pentagon and
Lockheed announced that the price of the
F-35A would drop to below $80m in Lot
13. But, although this and an ‘official’ Lot 14
figure of $77.9m, have been released, the
US Project on Government Oversight has
revealed that this price for the 2020 model
F-35A is inaccurate and that a figure of
$110.3m per aircraft would be more
accurate, since this would include money
spent in previous budgets to purchase
parts for that particular lot of F-35s.
By the same metric, a US Marine Corps
F-35B costs $135.8m, while a US Navy
F-35C costs $117.3m per aircraft. At least
as important as unit price are operating
and support/sustainment costs.
In 2018, it was calculated that every
F-35A flying hour cost about $44,000
on average, equivalent to two F/A-18E
Super Hornet flying hours. This has since
dropped to about $36,000. There is a goal
to further lower the cost per flying hour
for the F-35A to $25,000 by 2025, but

Lt Cdr Daniel ‘Tonto’ Kitts, of VX-23 (the ‘Salty Dogs’) made F-35 Lightning history on February 10, 2016, when he made the first arrested landing of an F-35C while carrying external weapons. Public
affairs people call this configuration, with external weapons, ‘Beast mode’. But since it would dramatically increase radar cross section, others label it ‘pointless mode’ US Navy/Dane Wiedmann
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General Mark Kelly, commander of Air
Combat Command, said at this February’s
Air Force Association's virtual Aerospace
Warfare Symposium: "I'm not brimming
with confidence. As I sit here today, I'm not
overly confident we'll get there."
Sustainment and support are also a
major headache for F-35 operators. ExUSAF chief of staff, General Dave Goldfein,
and former Air Force Secretary, Heather
Wilson, both warned that sustainment and
support costs threatened procurement
numbers, while former acquisition ‘tsar’
Will Roper said in January, the F-35A was:
“A long way from being an affordable
fighter that we can buy in bulk.”
Availability (especially of older airframes)
has been poor, sometimes below 60%,
and engine wear issues threaten to make
the situation significantly worse in the
short-to-medium term. For the 12 months
ending in September 2020, the average
fleet-wide monthly availability rate for the
US aircraft remained stubbornly below the
target threshold of 65% and prevented
operational units from achieving their
planned flying rates.
The problems have been exacerbated
by poor parts inventory management
and by widely-reported problems with
the aircraft’s Autonomous Logistics
Information System (ALIS), that claim it
has been unable to show an accurate
spares inventory, and that its sovereign
data transfer solution does not meet
information assurance requirements.
In recent years, at least two international
F-35 partners have threatened to walk out
of the program, unless a way was found to
restrict US access to their sovereign data,
which they felt was being compromised
via the ALIS.

Above: An F-35
Lightning II assigned
to the 422nd Test and
Evaluation Squadron
takes off from Nellis
Air Force Base in May
2020, carrying two
GBU-49 bombs USAF/
Airman 1st Class
Bryan Guthrie

A replacement system, Operational
Data Integrated Network (ODIN), is being
developed, but in the meantime, a flawed
ALIS will continue to be used in virtually
every stage of flying and sustaining
the F-35, from mission planning and
debriefing to guiding maintainers through
repairs, ordering parts and viewing
technical data and work orders.

Miscellaneous problems

Below: The F-35C
conducted its first
arrested landing
aboard the USS
Nimitz (CVN 68) off
the coast of San
Diego, on November 3,
2014. The larger wing
and tail of the F-35C
are obvious US Navy/
Lockheed Martin

The F-35 has suffered a succession of
significant problems, all of which have
reportedly caused delays and cost growth,
and some of which remain essentially
unsolved. As of October 2, 2020, the
program had 871 open deficiencies, 10
of which were designated as being in
the highest Category 1 class. A category
1 deficiency is defined as a shortfall that
could cause loss or damage to the aircraft
or its equipment; that could cause death,
severe injury or illness; that critically
restricts combat readiness; that prevents
aircraft from accomplishing primary or
secondary mission goals; that results in
production line stoppage; or that prevents

mission-critical test points from being
achieved. One early problem was that
the helmet-mounted display, which was
supposed to blend imagery from the
F-35’s multiple cameras and sensors into
a single stable picture, suffered latency,
resulting in a delayed, jittery picture.
More recently, it was found that a green
light emitted by the helmet-mounted
display’s LED lights could obstruct the
pilot’s view of an aircraft carrier’s deck
lights during landing operations at night
or in very low light. This was solved by
incorporating an improved Organic LightEmitting Diode (OLED) Helmet-Mounted
Display (HMD). Also, inside the cockpit, it
was found that lightweight pilots could
suffer serious neck injuries if they had to
eject, forcing a temporary ban on pilots
who weighed less than 136lb.
In June 2019, it was revealed that the
Pentagon had set strict limits on the time
that the aircraft could spend at supersonic
speeds in full afterburner. The risk of
structural and thermal damage limited the
F-35B to 80 cumulative seconds at Mach
1.2 or to 40 seconds at Mach 1.3.

The F-35C was limited to 50 cumulative
seconds at Mach 1.3. Simulator testing
and modeling showed that restricting full
afterburner to a maximum of 50 seconds
at supersonic flight could prevent the C
model from reaching the Mach 1.44 speed
required for maximum-range BVR missile
launches, according to the F-35 integrated
test team at Patuxent River, the naval air
station in Maryland.
Speed is one key attribute for a
fighter, but another is good handling,
and the F-35B and F-35C experienced
“incongruous lateral and longitudinal
control responses” at higher angles
of attack, according to an accident
investigation report in October 2020.
Early testing revealed that the F-35B
and F-35C became difficult to control
when operating at more than 20 degrees
angle of attack, with pilots experiencing
unpredictable and uncommanded
random oscillations in pitch, yaw and
roll. This made it very difficult to extract
maximum performance out of the aircraft.
Software tweaks brought about
improvements in flying qualities, and
pilots were provided with an intuitive
angle of attack (AoA) reference indication,
allowing them to quickly optimize
lateral maneuvering.
Though the gun is no longer a musthave weapon for tactical fighters, it
remains useful for both air-to-air and
air-to-ground (strafe) use, as an accurate,
relatively inexpensive direct-fire weapon.
The F-35A is equipped with a lightweight,
four-barrel, 25-mm Gatling-type GAU22/A rotary cannon mounted internally,
while the F-35B and F-35C carry the same
weapon in a detachable LO GPU-9/A
belly pod manufactured by Terma. These
pods are said to have ‘acceptable’ levels
of accuracy. A fixed internal installation
would normally be expected to be more
accurate than a podded gun, but the
accuracy of the gun installed on the F-35A
has been deemed ‘unacceptable’.
The program has made corrections to
mission systems software to improve the
stability of gun-aiming cues, but since the
problem is believed to be a result of gun
mount misalignments that resulted in
muzzle alignment errors, this is unlikely to
fix the issue. The alignment of individual
F-35A’s guns varied, so the program is
considering options for re-boresighting
and correcting gun alignments.
However, until these have been verified in
operationally-representative conditions,
the performance of the F-35A internal gun
system will remain ‘unacceptable’.

Above: An F-35C
of VX-23 makes an
arrested landing
aboard the aircraft
carrier USS Nimitz
(CVN 68) US Navy/
Lockheed Martin/
Andy Wolfe

Below: A US Air Force
F-35A flies over the
US Central Command
area of responsibility
in July 2020. To its
fans, the F-35 is
an agile, versatile,
high-performance,
multi-role fighter that
combines stealth,
sensor fusion and
unprecedented
situational
awareness. To its
critics, it is costly and
deeply flawed USAF/
Airman 1st Class
Duncan C Bevan

As well as being inaccurate, the F-35A’s
gun is reportedly causing cracking in
the outer mold-line coatings and in the
underlying chine’s longeron skin, close
to the gun muzzle – the US Air Force has
‘restricted the gun to combat use only, for
production Lot 9 and newer aircraft’.
Even though the F-35 program is now
into its 20th year, the aircraft has still not
completed its initial operational testing
phase, and has been unable to achieve
the crucial full-rate production milestone
that would open the door to multi-year
buys of F-35s. This is due to the problems
that have been experienced and to the
impact of the coronavirus pandemic, but
it is also a result of the failure to complete
a vital and highly-specialized simulation
facility. In order to test the F-35’s ability
to operate in highly-contested airspace,
security considerations demand that this
be undertaken in a new Joint Simulation
Environment (JSE), at Patuxent River.
This consists of a man-in-the-loop, F-35
software-in-the-loop mission simulator,
which allows test missions with modern
threats and threat densities to be flown,

using tactics and scenarios that could not
be replicated on real-world ranges.
Unfortunately, the facility remains
incomplete, making it hard to complete
Initial Operational Test and Evaluation.
The US Department of Defense judged
that ‘the current development process
used by the F-35 JPO [Joint Program
Office] and Lockheed Martin, that is
supposed to provide new capabilities and
updates in six-month increments, is not
working. It is causing significant delays
to planned schedules and results in poor
software quality containing deficiencies’.
The F-35 represents an incredible
achievement, incorporating technological
advances that promise to transform
USAF tactical air power capabilities. But
that achievement must be set against a
history of terrible delays and monumental
setbacks, and against stupefying costs.
Small wonder the USAF is looking to
reduce its uptake from 1,763 to 1,050
F-35s, and is reportedly considering
procuring a new fourth-generation
tactical fighter – not exactly a ringing
endorsement of the Joint Strike Fighter.

